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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

To improve the execution performance of applications, Android
introduced a new optimization technique using app cache. This new
feature not only improves the performance of Android applications
but exposes a new attack surface to be compromised. Attackers
can eventually change the behavior of installed applications by
modifying executable bytecode in their app cache files. We call this
attack “app cache tampering attack”. This attack would be difficult
for device owners to recognize its existence because the modification in cache files does not require user’s any explicit actions.
To mitigate the risks of app cache tampering attack, we present
an efficient App Cache Integrity protection solution on Android
called “ACIDroid”, which provides the secure management of hash
values of the optimized executable bytecode in app cache files.
To show the feasibility of ACIDroid, we performed app cache
tampering attacks on 11 popular Android apps (Paypal, Bank of
America, Outlook, 1Password, Dropbox, Azure Authenticator, Blizzard Authenticator, TexasHealthMyChart, Google Authenticator,
Booking and Amazon Alexa) and tried to detect the changes in
app cache files using ACIDroid. With the modified app cache files,
ACIDroid is able to correctly detect all the (intentional) changes
in the apps tested while maintaining an acceptable verification
time overhead less than 2.69% (48.27ms) and 21.18% (155.54ms) of
the launch time of each app on average for AOSP and PIXEL2,
respectively, running Android version 8.

Android system, Android Runtime (ART), App cache file, Integrity
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Integrity checking; • Security and
privacy → Mobile platform security; • Software and its engineering → Monitors.
∗ Corresponding

INTRODUCTION

Since Android version 4.4 (KitKat), Google introduced an optimization technique that uses temporary files called app cache—when
apps are installed, their executable bytecode is compiled into optimized executable bytecode and the optimized executable bytecode
is then stored in app cache files to improve the performance of the
installed apps (e.g., speeding up the execution) [23]. That is, when
an app runs on the Android platform, the optimized executable bytecode in app cache files is loaded instead of the original executable
code in their Android application package (APK) file. However, this
optimization technique could introduce a new security concern
about the integrity of app cache files. Attackers can modify the (optimized) executable bytecode in app cache files into new executable
code performing malicious behaviors. We call this attack app cache
tampering attack [20, 22].
Conventional security mechanisms are not helpful to prevent
app cache tampering attack because they have mainly focused on
checking the integrity of an app’s APK file [5, 19, 24]. For example,
some sensitive Android apps (e.g., banking and game apps) have
a self-defense mechanism to check the integrity of their APK file
through code signing [15]. However, there is no security mechanism
to protect the integrity of app cache files. Even though the Android
framework uses a simple checksum-based integrity check to protect
app cache files, previous studies [20, 22] demonstrated that such
checks can easily be bypassed if attackers modify not only the
executable bytecode but also the corresponding checksum in app
cache files.
Recently, Wan et al. [22] suggested a defense mechanism with
the precomputed hash values of all possible optimized Dalvik EXecutable (DEX) bytecodes in order to check the integrity of the
optimized DEX bytecode that would be appeared in the app cache
files. However, it is quite challenging to precompute all possible
hash values for the optimized DEX bytecodes for all profiles and
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efficiently store them because optimized DEX bytecodes in the app
cache files may vary with Android OS version and compile-filter
option. Moreover, Wan et al. [22] did not provide the details of how
to securely protect the hash values against attackers.
To provide the integrity of the optimized DEX bytecode in app
cache files with minimum storage burden, we propose “ACIDroid”
(App Cache Integrity on Android), which is a highly effective cache
integrity protection system that provides the secure management
of hash values of optimized DEX bytecodes. To securely manage
the hash values of optimized DEX bytecodes and use them to check
the integrity of optimized DEX bytecodes, we develop ACIDroid as
a kernel daemon that relies on a Trusted Execution Environment
(TEE).
Our key contributions are summarized below:

runtime. We explain each runtime environment in more detail as
follows.
2.1.1 Dalvik runtime environment. Dalvik is a register-based Java
VM to execute apps on Android versions later than version 2.2.
The Dalvik Just In Time (JIT) compiler dynamically translates an
app’s bytecode into native code on an Android device [12]. Because
the DEX bytecode, which is necessary during execution, is only
compiled at runtime, the JIT compilation method has the advantages
of using less memory and shortening compilation time [21].
2.1.2 ART runtime environment. ART runtime was introduced in
Android version 4.4 (KitKat), and becomes the default runtime from
version 5.0 (Lollipop). Unlike Dalvik using virtual machine interpretation, ART uses the ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation strategy
with a compiler called dex2oat to improve the execution performance of Android apps [9]. The dex2oat tool is used to compile
DEX bytecode into the native code for a specific Android platform
during the installation of apps [1]. The code produced by dex2oat
is stored in cache files to avoid recompilation.
When an app runs, the optimized executable code (in odex and
vdex files) is loaded and executed instead of the original executable
code in their APK file.
Before running the optimized DEX bytecode in cache files, ART
checks whether it is correctly generated from the DEX bytecode in
the corresponding APK file by comparing the checksum stored in
cache files with the checksum stored in the original APK file [20]. If
they are not the same, ART uses the DEX bytecode in the original
APK file instead of the optimized DEX bytecode in the cache files
because cache files would be modified in an unauthorized manner.

• Design of a practical app cache integrity protection system
on Android runtime, which manages hash values of the optimized DEX bytecodes in app cache files, demonstrating
that ACIDroid requires significantly less storage overhead
compared with Wan et al.’s approach [22] using the database
containing all possible optimized DEX bytecodes.
• Evaluation of ACIDroid’s performance against app cache
tampering attacks on 11 popularly used real-world Android
apps (Paypal, Bank of America, Outlook, 1Password, Dropbox, Azure Authenticator, Blizzard Authenticator, TexasHealthMyChart, Google Authenticator, Booking and Amazon Alexa), demonstrating that ACIDroid can check the integrity of optimized DEX bytecodes in app cache files with
acceptable verification time overheads—For AOSP running
Android version 8, ACIDroid took 2.69% (48.27ms) of the
launch time of each app on average; for PIXEL2 running
Android version 8, ACIDroid took 21.18% (155.54ms) of the
launch time of each app on average.

2.2

When an app is installed in Android (version 4.4 and later), cache
files containing DEX bytecode are generated through compilation
using dex2oat or dexopt for the ART runtime where dex2oat
keeps the compatibility [11], and dexopt optimizes the original
DEX bytecode by pre-computing data, pruning empty methods and
improving virtual method calls [21]. In Android 5, 6, and 7, .art,
.oat and .odex files are generated as cache files while .vdex files
are additionally generated in Android 8 and later. In Android 5,
6, and 7, the optimized DEX bytecode is contained in .odex files
while .vdex files contain the optimized DEX bytecode in Android
8 and later. We note that the optimized DEX bytecode in app cache
files would be dynamically generated with Android OS version and
compile-filter option. Fig. 1 depicts the OAT file structure for cache
file on Android version 8 (see [20] to obtain the detailed information
about each field in the OAT file structure).
Cache files for an app are securely protected in the app’s data
folder (/data/app/[APK package]-[random hash]/oat/[instruction
sets]/) [22], which is protected from other apps by sandbox. When
an app is installed, ART checks whether the validity of the app using
its checksum and code signing. However, when the installed app
runs, ART checks whether the optimized DEX bytecode contained
in cache files is generated from the original DEX bytecode contained
in the app’s APK file by comparing the checksum of the optimized
DEX bytecode with the checksum of the original DEX bytecode—
ART compares the checksum in OatDexFile of base.odex with

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide some background information about Android runtime (ART)
execution environment and app cache files. Section 3 describes
how app cache tampering attacks are implemented, and Section 4
presents the overview of ACIDroid against app cache tampering attacks. Section 5 presents the evaluation results. Section 6 discusses
the limitations of ACIDroid. We summarize previous studies related
to our work in Section 7. Our conclusions and further work are in
Section 8.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we describe Android runtime environments (Dalvik
and ART), app cache files and how optimized DEX bytecode in app
cache files are generated from their original DEX bytecode in the
corresponding APK file.

2.1

App cache files

Android runtime environments

Android is based on a customized Linux kernel. On top of the kernel, Android provides a set of libraries including app runtime. App
runtime coordinates apps with application framework (middleware)
so that the apps can interact with lower-level system components
through high-level framework APIs. Android apps are mainly written in Java and then compiled into DEX bytecode for Dalvik virtual
machine (VM) or then converted into native code again for ART at
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Table 1: Generated opcodes for optimized DEX bytecode with Android version (5, 6, 7, and 8). The first column indicates the
opcodes in the original DEX bytecode and the third and firth columns indicate the converted opcodes in Android 5 and 6/7/8,
respectively.
Opcode (hex)

Opcode name

0E
1F
52
53
54
59
5C
5D
5E
5F
5A
5B
6E
74
55
56
57
58

return-void
check-cast
iget
iget-wide
iget-object
iput
iput-boolean
iput-byte
iput-char
iput-short
iput-wide
iput-object
invoke-virtual
invoke-virtual/range
iget-boolean
iget-byte
iget-char
iget-short

Android version 5
Optimized opcode
Optimized opcode name
73
return-void-no-barrier
00
nop
E3
iget-quick
E4
iget-wide-quick
E5
iget-object-quick

E6

iput-quick

E7
E8
E9
EA
-

iput-wide-quick
iput-object-quick
invoke-virtual-quick
invoke-virtual-quick/range
-

are replaced with new instructions in the optimized DEX bytecode
depending on Android version. Interestingly, we found that the
optimized opcodes for Android version 5 were only different from
the optimized opcodes of the other versions.
Table 1 shows how the original opcodes are translated into the optimized opcodes according to Android versions. For example, the opcode 0x5D (for iput-byte) is converted into the optimized opcode
0xE6 (for iput-quick) on Android version 5 while it is converted
into the optimized opcode 0xEC (for iput-byte-quick) on Android
version 8. According to compile-filter options, ART decides
which optimization rules are applied. In Android version 7, there
are 12 compiler-filter options. Although 4 compiler-filter
options are only officially supported in Android version 8 [2], our
experiments with real-world apps (see Section 5.1) demonstrate that
there exist 10 compiler-filter options in Android version 8. The
optimized opcodes are listed in the Android website [3]. This was
also confirmed from our analysis with the AOSP source code [4].

Figure 1: OAT file structure for cache file on Android 8.

2.4
the checksum calculated from classes.dex in base.apk; if they
are same, ART compares Image_file_location_oat_check in
OATHeader in base.odex with adler32_check in OATHeader in
boot.oat [20].

2.3

Android version 6/7/8
Optimized opcode
Optimized opcode name
73
return-void-no-barrier
00
nop
E3
iget-quick
E4
iget-wide-quick
E5
iget-object-quick
E6
iput-quick
EB
iput-boolean-quick
EC
iput-byte-quick
ED
iput-char-quick
EE
iput-short-quick
E7
iput-wide-quick
E8
iput-object-quick
E9
invoke-virtual-quick
EA
invoke-virtual-quick/range
EF
iget-boolean-quick
F0
iget-byte-quick
F1
iget-char-quick
F2
iget-short-quick

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) represents a secure execution environment. As the opposite concept, Rich Executable Environment (REE) represents the an execution environment which
normal applications run on. In principle, TEE should securely be
isolated from REE – the data stored in TEE cannot be accessed by
applications on REE. To guarantee the security of TEE, it is typically
implemented with a physical device (e.g., ARM or Intel processor).
For example, Intel introduced Software Guard Extensions (SGX) as
TEE [6, 13, 18], which is a set of instructions and mechanisms to
protect the memory area of TEE in an isolated manner. Similarly,
ARM also introduced the TrustZone technology [7] as TEE. We use
TEE to securely implement the hash storage for ACIDroid.

Optimized DEX bytecode generation

To improve the performance (e.g., execution speed, memory size,
etc.) of apps running on Android, ART adopts the compilation strategy to translate the DEX bytecode in the app’s APK file into the
optimized DEX bytecode according to device profiles and execute
it instead the original DEX bytecode. For optimization, some instructions (referred to as ‘opcodes’) in the original DEX bytecode
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3

(3) The attacker generates the modified OAT cache files (base ′ .odex or base ′ .vdex) using the dex2oat compiler with the
modified APK file.
(4) The attacker replaces the checksums in the modified OAT
cache files with the checksums in the original OAT cache
files (base.odex) to bypass the checksum verification by
ART. That is, the modified OAT cache files (base ′ .odex or
base ′ .vdex) have the valid checksums.
(5) The attacker overwrites the original OAT cache files (base.odex
or base.vdex) in the app’s data folder with the modified OAT
cache files (base ′ .o-dex or base ′ .vdex). To update files in
the app’s data folder, the root privilege is required for the
attacker. We will discuss this issue in Section 3.3.

APP CACHE TAMPERING ATTACK

In this section, we describe how app cache tampering attack were
performed on the ART runtime environment in Android and the
threat model that we consider in this work.

3.1

Overall process of app cache tampering
attack

Sabanal [20] introduced the idea about app cache tampering attack
on the ART runtime environment in Android. In app cache tampering attack, the attacker’s goal is to change the behavior of installed
apps by modifying executable bytecode in their app cache files.
When an app is installed on Android, ART runtime uses dex2oat
to compile the DEX bytecode in the app’s APK file (base.apk) into
the optimized DEX bytecode in OAT cache files (base.odex or
base.vdex) corresponding to the app’s APK file. To perform app
cache tampering attacks, an attacker should modify not only the
optimized DEX bytecode in cache files but also their checksums
which are used to check whether the optimized DEX bytecode
contained in the cache files is generated from the original DEX
bytecode contained in the app’s APK file (see Section 2.2). In general,
it is not easy to directly modify the optimized DEX bytecode in
cache files because the DEX bytecode consists of low level machine
instructions. Therefore, we produce the modified DEX bytecode
from the source code that was obtained through the decompilation
of the based DEX bytecode contained in the original APK file. Fig. 2
shows the overview of this app cache tampering attack. The details
of each step is as follows:

Obviously, app cache tampering attack has several advantages
compared to the modifications of APK file. Unlike APK modification attacks, it is difficult for the device owner to recognize app
cache tampering attacks because this attack does not require user’s
explicit actions for updating or re-installing the app. Therefore,
the installed app can be modified in a stealthy manner without
requiring user’s explicit actions. Also, APK file detection module
can easily be implemented because the APK file is not changed at
all. Therefore, self integrity check modules can often be deployed
at the code level [15]. However, it is challenging to detect the modifications of app cache files because they are dynamically changed
with Android version and/or profile.

3.2

Example of app cache tampering attacks

To show the feasibility of app cache tampering attacks described
in Section 3.1, we implemented this attack on an example Android
app named Dropbox. Our attack procedure is as follows.
(1) As described in Section 3.1, we first extracted base.apk and
base.odex as the OAT cache files from the Dropbox’s data
folder.
(2) We decomplied the extracted base.apk using APKtool to
obtain its smali code. In this example, we just added a new
behavior of displaying the message of “ACTA” by adding the
code to show a toast widget as shown in Fig. 3. Note that
we can change the behavior of the app freely through the
modification of smali code.
(3) We create new OAT cache files of the modified base.apk
file using the dex2oat compiler.
(4) To bypass the checksum verification in ART, we replace
the checksum of the modified OAT file with the that of the
original OAT file (see Fig. 2).
(5) We overwrite the new OAT cache files into to the Dropbox’s
data folder. As a result, if we run Dropbox, it displays a toast
widget showing the message of “ACTA” (see Fig. 4).

Figure 2: Overview of app cache tampering attack on ART.

(1) An attacker extracts the OAT cache files (base.odex or
base.vdex) and the base APK file (base.apk) from the target app’s data folder.
(2) To obtain the source code of the app, the attackers tries
to decompile the base APK file using a decompiler (e.g.,
APKtool [10]). If the decompiler successfully produces the
decompiled smali code, the attacker carefully analyzes the
decompilied code to modify it into a code that behaves maliciously. Similar to conventional app repackaging attacks, the
attacker generates the modified APK file (base ′ .apk) with
the modified smali code.

3.3

Threat model

Basically, an attacker should modify the opcodes in cache files to
perform app cache tampering attack. As described in Section 2.2,
the app’s data folder containing cache files is protected from other
apps by sandbox—the owner of app cache files is the root of the
system and their file permission is set to 644 such that the root
can only write the files. Therefore, for app cache tampering attack,
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Figure 3: Injected smali code to show the feasibility of app
cache tampering attack.

Figure 5: High-level design of ACIDroid, showing the key
stages involved in app cache tampering attack detection.

(a) Original app

on TEE for checking illegal changes in the app cache files. Fig. 5
shows the high-level design of ACIDroid.
The latest Android devices support secure enclaves (also called
TEE) to provide strong protection of code and data by using a secure
hardware architecture while Android operating system runs in the
rich execution environment (REE). We implement ACIDroid as a
system daemon in the Android kernel. The detailed explanation of
components is as follows:
Event listener tries to catch the events (e.g., app installation, app
execution, and app updating). According to the type of occurred
events, ACIDroid chooses the following action among Hash register,
Verifier, and Updater.
Hash register calculates the hash value of app cache file and then
stores the hash value into secure storage such as TEE. This component is executed when an app is first installed. If the app is installed,
dex2oat compiles the APK file of the app and creates app cache file.
After generating app cache file, ACIDroid hashes the app cache file,
and then stores the hash value (happ ) after encryption.
Verifier checks the integrity of the app cache file. It calculates the
hash value (hcache ) of the app cache file from the app storage. At
the same time, the verifier brings the stored hash value (happ ). If the
calculated hash value (hcache ) is the same as the stored hash value
(happ ), ACIDroid lets the app continue to execute. If the values are
not the same, ACIDroid kills the app because the different hash
means the app cache file is modified.
Updater is operated when the app is updated. If the app is updated,
dex2oat is executed again so the app cache file is changed. Therefore, ACIDroid calculates the hash value (happ ′ ) of the updated
app cache file, and then stores the new value (happ ′ ) into TEE after
encryption, as well as removing the old hash value (happ ).

(b) Modified app

Figure 4: Example of app cache tampering attack on Dropbox.

an attacker should gain the root privilege in order to bypass the
Android’s application sandbox mechanism.
Although acquiring the root privilege may seem rather strong for
attackers, it is not uncommon in practice and should be considered
for app protection. According to the official report from Google
in 2016 [17], about 5.6% of all Android users were using rooted
devices–either intentionally or due to security bugs. Furthermore,
the survey results in [14] showed that about 7% of all respondents
were using rooted Android devices.
Against such powerful attackers with the root privilege, we also
need to assume that the kernel is protected by a kernel protection
mechanism. Recently, several techniques (e.g., TrustZone-based Integrity Measurement Architecture (TIMA) [16] and real-time kernel
protection (RKP) [8]) have been proposed to protect kernel code
and objects from unauthorized modifications. Under the assumption of secure kernel protection, we implemented ACIDroid as a
daemon service running on the Android kernel so that the logic
of ACIDroid cannot be modified by even attackers with the root
privilege.

4

5 EVALUATION
5.1 Experiment setup
To test the verification system we proposed, we collected 11 popularly used Androd apps (Paypal, Bank of America, Outlook, 1Password, Dropbox, Azure Authenticator, Blizzard Authenticator, TexasHealthMyChart, Google Authenticator, Booking and Amazon
Alexa) from 7 categories listed in Table 2. The apps are sensitive

ACIDroid

We propose an efficient app cache integrity protection method
(called ACIDroid) on Android runtime. Our key idea is to compute
the hash value of app cache files and store it into a secure storage
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Table 2: List of the apps used in our experiments.
Category
Finance
Productivity
Business
Medical
Tools
Travel & Local
Music & Audio

Application name
Paypal
Bank of America
Outlook
1Password
Dropbox
Azure Authenticator
Blizzard Authenticator
TexasHealthMyChart
Google Authenticator
Booking
Amazon Alexa
Average

# of DEX
2
2
8
1
1
9
2
2
1
4
3

Size (MB)
21.80
25.10
19.90
10.20
15.10
15.30
7.94
6.24
2.70
18.40
16.5

3.18

14.47

takes to finish the installation. ACIDroid is developed as an app,
so we can measure the exact time Tr eдist by calculating the time
difference between the start and end point of the code, and print
it out on logcat. In addition, we can measure the time Tinst all by
calculating the time difference between the start and end point of
the installation command, and print it out on the screen.
To measure the time overhead ratio at the verification phase of
the benign and modified apps, we measure the time Tver if y the
system spends on verification and the time Tr eady the app takes to
reach the ready state from the start state. We can measure the exact
time Tver if y by calculating the time difference between the start
and end point of the code, and print it out on the logcat. The time
Tr eady can be measured using log records with ActivityManager tag.
Apps always start with running the activities and recording the logs
which are named as “Start proc” (e.g., the activity starting logs have
the ActivityManager tag). In addition, apps complete the starting
process with the logs which are named as “Displayed”. We obtained
the time Tr eady with the difference between the starting logs (“Start
proc”) and the finishing logs (“Displayed”). We performed 30 times
for every 11 apps and obtained the average.
For comparing the overhead time when ACIDroid is working
against the app launch time when ACIDroid is not working, we
developed an app which executes the target app. We assumed that
the start time of the target app is the time printed before ACIDroid
tries to execute the target app. On the other hand, the end time
of the target app was estimated by using the logs of the logcat.
We collected and analyzed logs from various different apps. As a
result, we could figure out some common features existed in all the
recorded logs, i.e., the common features existed in the recorded logs
of every app. We conjecture that the repeated common features are
the system logs to help maintain the signal that the app receives
from the user. Overall, the overhead time of the verification phase
can be calculated as shown in Equation (1). In addition, the overhead
time of the installation phase can be calculated as shown in Equation
(2).

to the modification of the control flow because they not only have
integrity verification system to avoid being modified by attackers
but also are protected by ART.
However, these systems only verify the integrity of the APK
file. As shown in Section 3, to confirm the app cache tampering
attack, we tampered the cache files of 11 apps and confirmed that
the modified cache files were working.
We modified the optimized DEX bytecodes in app cache files
using the method we described in Section 3.1. For the experiments,
we inject a simple smily code that displays a toast message. The
smali code snippet used is shown in Fig.3.
With the modified DEX bytecodes, we evaluated the performance
of ACIDroid with three phases: the installation phase, the verification phase of the benign apps, and the verification phase of the
modified apps. We tested all of the apps corresponding to each
phase for 30 times.
To check the device dependency and evaluate the performance
of ACIDroid, we used physical device (PIXEL2) and 6 images which
were publicly use-able images, called Android open-source project
(AOSP). We tested 7 environments on 3 different Android versions.
That is, we tested 1 device (PIXEL2) and 2 AOSP images (x86_32 and
x86_64) on Android version 8. We tested 2 AOSP images (x86_32
and x86_64) on Android version 7, and 2 AOSP images (x86_32 and
x86_64) on Android version 6. All AOSP images were installed and
executed on the computer which had Intel core i7, 16 GB memory
and GeForce GTX 1080 graphics card. The AOSP environments
have 4 multi-core CPUs and 1,536 MB memory.

5.2

Tover head_v =

Tover head_r =

Tver if y
Tver if y + Tr eady
Tr eдist
Tr eдist + Tinst all

(1)

(2)

To compare the time overhead of ACIDroid against the time
overhead of Wan et al. [22]’s verification system, we implemented
the integrity verification system using hash value in native code
just like we implemented ACIDroid. The verification system using
hash extracts the DEX files from the app cache files and hashes
the DEX files using SHA256. The system compares the hashed
value with the stored hash value when the app cache files are
installed. The time overhead of the verification system using precomputing all possible hashes can also be calculated according to
the Equation (1), and the time overhead of 12.67% was achieved
when the verification system using hash was deployed on Android
version 8. On the other hand, ACIDroid achieved the time overhead
of 8.61% as shown in Table 3. This result shows that ACIDroid is
faster than the verification system using pre-computing all possible
hashes by about 1.47 times.

Experiment results

We evaluate our integrity verification system on app cache files
(ACIDroid) in terms of overhead time ratio which can affect the
battery consumption and the app performance, and in terms of
effectiveness how exactly the system detects the modified classes
or methods. We evaluated 3 categories: time overhead, storage
overhead and detection ratio.
Time overhead We measure the time overhead at 3 phases: installation phase, verification phase of the benign apps, and verification
phase of the modified apps. To measure the time overhead ratio
at the installation phase, we measure the time Tr eдist which the
system spends on registration and the time Tinst all which the app
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Table 3: Time overhead of ACIDroid in applications for each Android version with 30 times.
App name

PIXEL2
Enroll hash Compare hash

Android 8
Enroll hash Compare hash

Android 7
Enroll hash Compare hash

Android 6
Enroll hash Compare hash

Paypal
Bank of America
Outlook
1Password
Dropbox
Azure Authenticator
Blizzard Authenticator
TexasHealthMyChart
Google Authenticator
Booking
Amazon Alexa

0.57 %
0.58 %
0.52 %
0.81 %
0.34 %
1.54 %
0.87 %
0.39 %
0.80 %
0.68 %
0.47 %

19.08 %
27.79 %
6.50 %
26.04 %
34.70 %
28.15 %
24.03 %
8.98 %
20.42 %
5.27 %
32.01 %

1.21 %
1.24 %
1.16 %
1.29 %
0.90 %
1.41 %
1.22 %
0.93 %
1.06 %
1.29 %
0.99 %

3.51 %
0.16 %
4.63 %
3.72 %
5.36 %
2.44 %
2.37 %
1.19 %
1.33 %
1.26 %
3.63 %

1.24 %
1.23 %
1.23 %
1.27 %
0.95 %
1.38 %
1.21 %
0.96 %
1.00 %
1.34 %
0.98 %

3.74 %
5.93 %
2.07 %
4.27 %
5.20 %
3.14 %
2.81 %
1.64 %
1.42 %
2.69 %
3.14 %

1.36 %
1.36 %
1.51 %
1.62 %
1.23 %
1.51 %
1.41 %
1.36 %
1.33 %
1.55 %
1.30 %

9.13 %
12.90 %
1.49 %
9.60 %
12.22 %
8.01 %
6.37 %
4.04 %
3.07 %
5.39 %
7.74 %

Overall average (%)
Overall average (ms)

0.69 %
115.97ms

21.18 %
155.54ms

1.15 %
48.29ms

2.69 %
48.27ms

1.16 %
49.89ms

3.31 %
49.45ms

1.41 %
105.77ms

7.27 %
108.14ms

To test how much the time overhead varies depending on which
Android version ACIDroid is deployed, we measured the time overhead individually according to the apps and the Android versions as
shown in Table 3. ACIDroid achieved the installation time overhead
of 1.10% as shown in Table 3. With the same hardware specification,
it shows the faster installation and verification time overhead for
more recent version of Android. On Android version 8, the time
overhead Tover head incurred was less than that of other versions.
It is because Android version 8 has more the optimized. As shown
in Table 3, when an older version of Android was used, it incurred a
lot more time overhead compared to the case when Android version
8 was used. It means the optimization on the Android version 8 is
better performance than the optimization on the Android version 6
or 7. On the other hand, It has large time overhead in the physical
device (PIXEL2).
Storage overhead Wan et al. [22] proposed a mechanism to protect app cache by pre-computing all possible optimized DEX hash
values. However, their approach enforces the system to store all
possible hash values of optimized DEX in secure storage. According
to their proposed mechanism, the storage size required to store
the hash values can be calculated as shown in Equation (3). Here,
Bover head is the increase in size of bytes, Ninst is the number of
instruction-set such as Mips, Mips64, x86, x86_64, Arm, Arm64,
Thumb2 which varies depending on the Android version, Ncompil e
is the number of compile-filter such as speed, quicken which
varies depending on the Android version supported by dex2oat,
and N DEX is the number of DEX files in the app.

Mode (GCM) and no-padding. And the encrypted value and initial
vector (IV) are encoded in base64. Therefore, the storage overhead
of Booking app comes out to be only 80 bytes (the encrypted value
is 64 bytes and IV is 16 bytes) on every version of Android. As a
result, we reduce the storage overhead almost 28.9 times.
Detection ratio We tested the detection ratio of ACIDroid with
two phases (verification phase of the benign apps and verification
phase of the modified apps). In the case of benign apps, ACIDroid
has 100.0% of true-positive ratio (TPR) and 0% of false-positive ratio
(FPR). Unquestionably, in the case of modified apps (by attacks),
ACIDroid also has 100.0% of true-positive ratio (TPR) and 0% of
false-positive ratio (FPR).

Bover head = Ninst × Ncompil e × (1 + 4 × N DEX )

To improve performance, ART runtime creates a cache file corresponding to the app when the APK file is installed, and executes
the cache file when the app is executed. In this way, ART runtime
makes the speed of the app execution increased, but gave the attacker a new attack vector by creating an app cache file. To run
the app, ART runtime verifies the cache file via checksum values
and executes the app cache file directly if the cache file has not
tampered. Sabanal et al. [20] has shown a new attack method to exploit this checksum mechanism. They modified the checksum that
ART uses to verify when running an app, showing that malicious
apps can bypass the verification mechanism on ART runtime. They

6

LIMITATIONS

The security of ACIDroid is somewhat limited when ACIDroid
runs on the app itself. Without a platform-level secure execution
environment, all self-integrity check mechanisms can be practically
bypassed by reverse engineering and app repackaging [25] because
the code for the integrity check in apps can be modified by attackers.
Thus, a platform-level support for ACIDroid is ultimately required.
ACIDroid is implemented on the Android system, so it can also
be bypassed by some techniques such as kernel hooking. However,
if the attackers try to bypass our framework, it requires additional
efforts to them. This disables the advantage of the app cache tampering attack which is called concealment.

7

(3)

For example, suppose that the Booking app has eight DEX files,
10 compile-filter options exist in Android 8 and the mobile
device has seven instruction sets. Then, according to the Equation
(3), the storage overhead of Booking app comes out to be 2,310
bytes on Android version 8. The storage overhead will be increased
if the Booking app has to be used on other versions of Android.
ACIDroid, on the other hand, reduces this storage overhead to one
hash value size of one app. In our experiment, we used SHA256 hash
value. The hash value is encrypted in AES128 with Galois/Counter
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bypassed verification by creating cache files using dex2oat from
modified APK files like our attack, and overwriting the original
cache file’s checksum with the generated cache file. In order to
protect against these attacks, Wan et al. [22] proposed a cache file
protection mechanism based on android 7. Android 7 officially provides 12 compilation filters, which ART runtime uses to compile the
app during app installation. Based on this, Wan et al. [22] proposed
a method of storing the hash value of the cache file generated by
the compile filters for each app. They tried to ensure integrity by
comparing cache files to be executed with pre-stored cache files.
They proposed this approach in order to avoid other manufacturerspecific compilation filters. However, their proposed approach has
not only the storage overhead of the number of compilation filters per app, but also the higher overhead on different versions of
Android. To solve those problems, we store a hash of the cache
file generated during app installation in a secure repository. Our
approach not only improves storage overhead, but also improves
the device-specific problem such as binding other vendor-specific
compilation filters and other versions of Android.
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CONCLUSION

Android introduced the app cache mechanism to boost the performance of apps running on ART environment. However, this
mechanism brings a new security concern about the protection
of app cache files. To address this problem, we propose ACIDroid,
which is a practical app cache integrity protection system for checking the integrity of app cache files via the secure management of
hash values for app cache files on TEE. Compared with the existing
method [22] that uses a large size of the database containing app
cache file signatures, ACIDroid can detect the modification of the
optimized DEX bytecode in app cache files without incurring such
storage overheads.
To show the feasibility of ACIDroid, we implemented a prototype
and evaluated the performance of ACIDroid with 11 real-world apps
(Paypal, Bank of America, Outlook, 1Password, Dropbox, Azure Authenticator, Blizzard Authenticator, TexasHealthMyChart, Google
Authenticator, Booking and Amazon Alexa) running on several
Android versions (6 to 8) on AOSP and PIXEL2, respectively. Our
experiment results showed that ACIDroid accurately detected the
modification of the optimized DEX code with a small time overhead
(48.27ms on average for AOSP running Android version 8) and a
small storage overhead (about 80bytes). Moreover, the installation
overhead (48.29ms on average for AOSP running Android version
8) would also be acceptable.
As part of future work, we intend to conduct a large scale experiment through the deployment of ACIDroid in the latest Android
devices, and analyze its performance under numerous varying conditions in a real-world setting.
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